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Proba scrisă - Clasa a VI-a 

Varianta 2 

USE OF ENGLISH                            (80 POINTS) 

 
SUBJECT 1.  
a. The phrases and sentences below (A-J) have been removed from the following text.  
Read the text and insert them into the correct spaces (1-10).                     

(10 points) 

1____; 2____; 3____; 4____; 5____; 6____; 7____; 8____; 9____; 10____; 

I’m a descendant of the great Welsh pirate Bartholomew Roberts, [...1...]. He was the most 
successful pirate of the Golden Age of Piracy and he captured more than 450 vessels.  
After his death in 1722, his most valuable possession passed on to his elder son. It [...2...] was 
marked with a cross (✗ ). His son spent all his life looking for the treasure, and so did his 

children. However, they couldn’t find it.  
Some years ago, my grandmother showed me the map [...3...]. After years of 
study, she had concluded that the cross [...4...] was misleading. It had been a 
trick played by Black Bart to discourage treasure hunters. However, he had 
left some clues for us [...5...]. There was an inscription at the back of the map, 
[...6...] where the following words could be read:  
“Shipwreck Island was my home. [...7...]. I visited Dead Man Creek and swam in 

the Blue Lake, but I left my gold where the sun sets. [...8...], you can hear the sound of the 
soothing waves. It’s near the place where my pirate days end. Ahoy, I say!” 
We studied the words carefully, [...9...] and, suddenly, my grandma said: “I’ve got it! I know 
where the treasure is! Hurry up, Bart, we have a plane to catch!” 
The next morning, we were flying to the Caribbean[...10...].  
 

A. From where it is 
B. I set sail from there with my golden coins 
C. looking at the map  
D. showing the location of the treasure  
E. that one day would be mine 
F. to learn where the chest was buried 

G. was a treasure map where the exact 
location of the chest  

H. who was also known as Black Bart 
I. with a shovel in our suitcase and a broad 

smile on our faces 
J. written with invisible ink 

 
b. Now answer TRUE (T) or FALSE (F): 

(5 points) 

1. Bartholomew Roberts was from Wales.  
2. The map was a forgery. 
3. The cross in the map was only a stratagem to delude treasure hunters. 
4. The author of this text is Black Bart’s grandson.  
5. The message at the back of the map was written with black ink. 
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SUBJECT 2. Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense: PAST SIMPLE or PAST 
CONTINUOUS. 

                                                                                                                                                          (10 points) 

“Argh!” Davey muttered between his teeth. He quickly (1 - point) his toy sword towards his 

friend, Troy: “You dare steal my treasure from my ship! Then you’d better start walking the 

plank!” Troy (2 - step) up to the small wooden board and (3 - begin) to walk slowly. “Please 

captain Davey, spare my life and I promise to serve you forever!” Davey (4 - act) like he (5 - 

talk) to the feathered parrot on his shoulder: “Argh! My friend says that the deed must be 

finished: Walk the plank!” Davey’s other friends, Susie, David and John, (6 - stand) next to the 

plank. They all (7 - shout): “Walk it!” Troy (8 - walk) to the end and then jumped off. A huge 

splash as Troy jumped into the pool. He (9 - come) up laughing. He said while he (10 - wipe) 

his eyes: “That was fun! Who wants to walk the plank next?” 

 
    

SUBJECT 3. Match the questions in the first column with the answers in the second  
column: 

(10 points) 
1. Why couldn't the pirate play cards? a. Gold! 

2. Why did the pirate refuse to say, "Aye, Aye, Captain"? b. Captain Hook. 

3. Why are pirates called pirates? c. Swordfish. 

4. Which famous pirate caught the most fish? d. A crew cut. 

5. Which famous pirate was always sad? e. He was sitting on the deck!  

6. Which letter do pirates like best? f.  He's only got one eye. 

7. Which fish do pirates love the most? g. Because they Arrr. 

 8. What is a pirates favorite color? h. Arrr. 

9. What was the name of the pirate’s spotted dog? i.  Patches. 

10. What do you call a pirate’s hair style? j.  Blue Beard.  

Answers: 1_____; 2_____; 3_____; 4_____; 5_____; 6_____; 7_____; 8_____; 9_____; 10_____. 

 
 
SUBJECT 4. WORD HUNT:  Use the given letters to name two things that...             

(10 points) 

1. you can sleep in:  B__________________________  /  B__________________________ 

2. are dangerous:   B__________________________  /  B__________________________ 

3. taste sweet:  C__________________________  /  C__________________________ 

4. are made of wood: C__________________________  /  C__________________________ 

5. work with electricity:  P__________________________  /  P__________________________ 

6. are thin and sharp: S__________________________  /   S__________________________ 

7. you use only in winter: S__________________________  /   S__________________________ 

8. crawl:   S__________________________  /   S__________________________ 

9. you wear on your feet: S__________________________  /   S__________________________ 

10.  are very heavy:  T__________________________  /  T__________________________ 
 

 
 



 
 
SUBJECT 5.   Help the pirates solve the riddles they found in a treasure chest by 
selecting the right words from the box. There are two extra words.                           

(5 points) 
 

 
 

1. If you’re sailing on a pirate ship 
To find your way you’ll need at least 
This item that will help guide the way 
By pointing north, south, west and east. 
 

2. Is that an island in the distance 
Or other pirates coming your way? 
Just look through this handheld telescope 
And then you’ll be able to say. 

3. Its contents are really valuable 
So hopefully there are no locks 
That you will have to break through 
Once you dig up this buried box. 
 

4. It sits on a pirate’s shoulder 
And doesn’t ever fly away 
The funniest thing about it 
Is that it repeats what you say. 

5. If you come across a treasure map 
What it leads you to might be great 
If it’s lots of shiny currency 
Also known as pieces of eight. 

 
SUBJECT 6. Put the verbs in brackets in the PRESENT TENSE SIMPLE or CONTINUOUS.          

(10 points)        
Cap’n Hook:   So, what 1 -(you/do) here in Tortuga, mister? 

Hector Barbossa:  2 - (I/ visit) some old friends. 

Cap’n Hook:   Where are you from? You 3 - (not/mind) me asking, do you? 

Hector Barbossa:  Not at all. From Portobello, Spain. 

Cap’n Hook:   Jolly place to be! Me, I'm from England. How long 4 - ( you/ stay) here? 

Hector Barbossa:  Three days. 5 - (I/ go) home on Saturday. 

Cap’n Hook:   Ok. Hey, 6 - (you / like) steak? 7 - (you/ know) where the best steak in  

all of Caribbean comes from? That's right - Tortuga! Where 8 - 

(you/live) at the moment? 

Hector Barbossa:  9 - (I/stay) in a bed and breakfast. 

Cap’n Hook:   If you want, we could be off to have midday meal. 

Hector Barbossa:  Sorry, I can’t. 10 - (I/ meet) some friends.  

 

SUBJECT 7.  Underline the ODD ONE OUT.                         (5 points) 

(1) lawyer     buccaneer   pirate    corsair 

(2) ship   vessel    aircraft               galleon 

(3) compass   coconut  spyglass   map 

(4) sea  island                      mountain             shore 

(5) parrot  earring                    wooden leg          baseball cap 

(6) sword  bazooka  cannon                    pistol                  

(7) flag  telephone                anchor                       barrel 

(8) deck   sail    steering wheel           wing 

(9) Billy the Kid    Blackbeard                Captain Hook       Jack Sparrow 

(10) plank   peg    bandana              warrior 

TREASURE CHEST       /          PARROT           /            EYE PATCH             /     SPYGLASS       /  
        TREASURE MAP          /         COMPASS            /         GOLD COINS              /                      



 
 
SUBJECT 8.  Put the adjectives in brackets in the comparative or superlative degree.  

                      (10 points) 

1. This is ……………. (silly) thing I’ve ever read on a treasure map!  

2. Our ship is……………. (comfortable) than yours. 

3. Who is……………. (good) sailor in your crew? 

4. His people say that he is……………. (intelligent) pirate in the world. 

5. Ben Korngold says “privateers are……………. (tough) than men”. 

6. Benjamin thinks that Queen Anne’s Revenge is……………. (quick) than their ship, Fancy, 

which, on the other hand, is……………. (expensive). 

7. William Kidd was a lot ……………. (tall) than John Taylor. 

8. Jean Lafitte was ……………. (nice) than his brother, Pierre Lafitte. 

9. Sir Henry Morgan’s crew was……………. (bad) I have ever seen on sea. 

 
 
SUBJECT 9.  Choose the correct option: a), b) or c) for each sentence.  

                    (5 points) 

1. The flag that pirate ships wave to show their identity is called: 
a) Barbary Flag  b) Jolly Rogers  c)The Union Jack 

2. Complete this well-known pirate saying: "Shiver me ______". 
a) fears   b) timbers   c)freezer 

3. What was a standard method of dispensing justice or executing combatants on board a 
pirate ship? 
a) tie to the mast b) lock bellow deck  c) walk the plank 

4. What letter of the alphabet is associated with finding treasure? 
a) X   b) R    c) C 

5. What kind of bird usually sits on a pirate's shoulder? 
a) parrot   b) bluebird   c) eagle 

6. Finish this movie title: "Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black _____". 
a) Pirate   b) Rose   c) Pearl 

7. Which one of these pirates was a real pirate, not a fictional one?  
a) Jack Sparrow  b) Blackbeard   c) Davy Jones 

8. To be marooned means: 
a) to be colored brown b) to be killed   c) to be abandoned on an island  

9. What did pirates usually do with the ships after they took all the cargo they wanted? 
a) They let them go. b) They kept them.  c) They sank them. 

10. What instrument did the pirates use to navigate?  
a) anchor   b) compass    c) mirror 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
       Toate subiectele sunt obligatorii.  
       Timpul de lucru este de 90 minute.  
       Se vor acorda 20 puncte din oficiu. 
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TREASURE HUNT – CONCURS JUDEȚEAN DE LIMBA ENGLEZĂ 

Ediția a IV-a, 26.05.2017 
 

Proba scrisă- Clasa a VI-a 
Varianta 1 

BAREM DE CORECTARE 

 
SUBJECT 1  
 
a. (10 x 1 = 10 points) 
 

1-H,   2-G,  3-E,  4-D,  5-F,  6-J,  7-B,  8-A,  9-C,  10-I 
 
 
b. (5 x 1 = 5 points) 

1. T 2. F 3. T 4. F 5. F 
 
 
SUBJECT 2 (10 x 1 = 10 points) 

1. pointed  
2. stepped  
3. began  
4. acted / was acting 

5. was talking  

6. were standing  
7. shouted 

8. walked  
9. came  
10. was wiping  

 

SUBJECT 3 (10 x 1 = 10 points) 

1 e; 2 f; 3 g; 4 b; 5 j; 6 h; 7 c; 8 a; 9 i; 10 d. 

 
SUBJECT 4 (20 x 0.5 = 10 points)  
1. you can sleep in  BED  / BEDROOM / BUNGALOW/ BOAT /  
2. are dangerous   BUNGEE-JUMPING  / BLADES / BUFFALO / BEAR / BOMB 
3. taste sweet  CAKE  / CUPCAKE / CHOCOLATE / CANDY / CORN 
4. are made of wood CUPBOARD / CABINETS/ CLOSET/ CHAIR 
5. work with electricity  PHOTOCOPIER / PHONE / PRINTER / PICKUP VINYL PLAYER 
6. are thin and sharp SCISSORS  / SAW / SCRAPER/ SCREWDRIVER / SPATULA 
7. you use only in winter SLEDGE  / SKIS / SKATES / SCARF / SLEIGH 
8. crawl   SNAKES / SNAILS / SALAMANDER / SEAL / SLOTH/ SCORPION 
9. you wear on your feet SOCKS  / SHOES / SKATES / SANDALS / SLIPPERS 
10.  are very heavy  TRAINS  / TANK / TRUCKS / TONS / TOWER / TREE / TAXI 
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SUBJECT 5 (5 x 1 = 5 points)  

1 – compass; 2 – spyglass;   3 - treasure chest; 4 – parrot;   5 - gold coins               
 
SUBJECT 6 (10 x 1 = 10 points)  
1 - are you doing  

2 - I am visiting. 

3 - do not mind 

4 - are you staying 

5 - I am going 

6 – Do you like 

7 - Do you know 

8 - are you living 

9 - I am staying  

10 - I am meeting 

 

SUBJECT  7 (10 x 0.5 = 5 points) 
 
(1) lawyer      

(2) aircraft 

(3) coconut  

(4) mountain 

(5) baseball cap 

(6) bazooka  

(7) telephone  

(8) wing 

(9) Billy the Kid    

(10) warrior 

 
 
SUBJECT  8 (10 x 1 = 10 points) 
 
1. the silliest  

2. more comfortable 

3. the best 

4. the most intelligent 

5. tougher 

6. quicker / more expensive 

7. taller 

8. nicer 

9. the worst 

 
 
SUBJECT  9 (10 x 0.5 = 5 points) 
 
1 - b) Jolly Rogers   
2 - b) timbers  
3 - c) walk the plank 
4 - a) X 
5 - a) parrot  

6 - c) Pearl 
7 - b) Blackbeard   
8 - c) to be abandoned on an island 
9 - c) They sank them. 
10 - b) compass

 
 
80 points +20 points ex-officio = 100 points 

 


